Abstract. It is well-known that ecological and evolutionary processes can occur on similar time scales resulting in eco-evolutionary dynamics. One of the main questions in eco-evolutionary dynamics involves the assessment of the relative contribution of evolution, ecology and their interaction in the ecoevolutionary change under study. This has led to the development of several methods aimed to quantify the contributions of ecology and evolution to observed trait change, here referred to as eco-evolutionary partitioning metrics. This study provides an overview on currently-used partitioning metrics with a focus on methods that can quantify evolutionary and non-evolutionary contributions to population and community trait change. I highlight key differences between these metrics found in previous studies. Additionally, I also provide a detailed comparison between the 'Geber' method and the reaction norm approach. Next, I provide a guideline for researchers to assess which metrics are best suited for their data, give an overview on the type of data needed for these metrics, and how this data can be collected with a focus on community data.
Introduction
Eco-evolutionary dynamics can be seen as a sub-discipline of evolutionary ecology (ShefferSon & Salguero-gómez 2015) , one that considers the reciprocal interactions between (rapid) evolutionary change and ecological processes (fuSSmann et al. 2007; Schoener 2011; hendry 2017) . The use of the term 'dynamics' suggests that the reciprocal interactions between ecology and evolution are characterised by a constant change. The classical view of eco-evolutionary dynamics is that it consists of two pathways: an eco-to-evo and an evo-to-eco pathway (fuSSmann et al. 2007; Schoener 2011; hendry 2017) . The eco-to-evo pathway has been widely recognised and emphasises the fact that ecological processes impose selection pressures on individuals and hence can influence species evolutionary trajectories. For example, for the Darwin finches on the Galápagos Islands, it has been found that the changes in seed availability (eco) result in different selection regimes on the beak sizes (evo) of the finches (hendry 2017). The evo-to-eco pathway has been less well recognised, and is mainly inspired by the awareness that evolutionary processes can be rapid, occurring on similar time scales as ecological processes and thus influence these ecological properties. For example, the evolution in beak sizes (evo) of a specific Darwin finch population can impact its population growth (eco; hairSton et al. 2005) , but also the seed community structure (eco; PoSt & PalkovacS 2009; hendry 2017).
The emerging field of eco-evolutionary dynamics gained a lot of attention during the last few decades (ShefferSon & Salguero-gómez 2015; hendry 2017; Fig. 1 ). The increase in studies on ecoevolutionary dynamics mainly involve empirical work on animals and microbes, and theoretical and review papers exploring the potential for eco-evolutionary feedbacks (ShefferSon & Salguerogómez 2015) . One of the original attempts to understand the interactions between ecology and evolution was David Pimentel's (1961 groundbreaking work on 'genetic feedback', a mechanism for population regulation between predator-prey or host-parasite interactions. In this feedback, frequencies of different genotypes in a host population are expected to shift as the overall density of the host population or an interacting (predator, parasite) population changes. This shift in population genetic composition then feeds back to cause a change in the density of the predator or parasite population, which again shifts the selection pressure on the host population and so on.
The genetic feedback mechanism of Pimentel (1961 Pimentel ( , 1968 , a few years later also mathematically modelled by levin (1972), was one of the first studies that both developed a model on how interactions between ecology and evolution might work and at the same time evaluated that model empirically (reznick 2013). Since then, several studies have documented the consequences of rapid evolutionary changes on ecological properties and processes, including changes in population dynamics (yoShida et al. 2003 (yoShida et al. , 2007 turcotte et al. 2011; BeckS et al. 2012) , community structure (PoSt & PalkovacS 2008) , and nutrient cycles (BaSSar et al. 2012 ). 
The gear of eco-evolutionary dynamics
Phenotypes can be considered the gear of eco-evolutionary dynamics because selection acts directly on phenotypes regardless of their genetic basis and because organisms will have ecological effects that are driven by their phenotypes rather than their genotypes (hendry 2017; Fig. 2 ). Therefore, genotypes will be affected by selection rather indirectly through their link with phenotypes and they will have ecological effects indirectly through their influence on phenotypes (hendry 2017). These two reasons clarify why studies on eco-evolutionary dynamics focus rather on phenotypes than on genotypes. The focus on phenotypic rather than genotypic (evolutionary) change in eco-evolutionary dynamics brings the issue that other, non-genetic, factors such as phenotypic plasticity might also contribute to the phenotypic change observed (Fig. 2 ).
Phenotypic plasticity is the ability of a single genotype to express different phenotypes depending on the environmental context given (deWitt et al. 1998 ) and may shift the observed phenotypic trait value GOVAERT L., Eco-evolutionary partitioning metrics Fig. 2 -Graphical illustration of eco-evolutionary dynamics in a multi-species context. The blue gear represents the community phenotypic trait change. Phenotypes can be considered to be the gear of eco-evolutionary dynamics as selection acts directly on phenotypes rather than genotypes and because organisms have ecological effects which are driven by their phenotypes (hendry 2017). Therefore phenotypic trait change plays a crucial role in linking ecological (depicted with the brown gear) and evolutionary (depicted with the green gear) changes to each other. However, a species phenotypic trait also has a non-evolutionary part (i.e., phenotypic plasticity; depicted with the orange gear), and changes in species relative abundances may also alter the community phenotypic trait (the different green and orange linked gear wheels). Hence, in a community context, a community phenotypic trait may change because species evolve, respond plastically, and species change in relative abundances. In order to have an accurate quantification of how important evolution is to phenotypic trait change in eco-evolutionary dynamics, methods are needed that can accurately separate evolutionary from non-evolutionary (such as plasticity and species sorting) effects. Note that the different sizes of the green and orange linked gear wheels represent a species contribution to community phenotypic trait change. This may reflect proportional species abundances, but also species interaction strengths. of a population. Both rapid evolution and plasticity might provide adaptive changes in a population, increasing the fitness of the individuals of that population. However, most eco-evolutionary studies have looked at phenotypic effects on ecology without separating their genetic and plastic basis (hendry 2013) . For example, harmon et al. (2009) , found that the benthic and limnetic form of the threespine stickleback has different effects on its prey community structure. Other studies have also quantified the effects of different fish ecotypes on community variables (e.g., PoSt & PalkovacS 2009; deS rocheS et al. 2013) , and these studies have used only wild-caught fish, for which genetic and plastic effects cannot be separated (hendry 2013). There are, however, a set of tools available that can be used to disentangle genetic change from plasticity effects (merilä & hendry 2014): quantitative genetic animal models, transplant and common-garden experiments, and experimental manipulations (ellner et al. 2011) . First, quantitative genetic animal models fit linear mixed-effects models to individual-level data. They can determine to which extent a temporal phenotypic change has a quantitative genetic basis (henderSon 1950) assuming that the trait is influenced by many genes with small effects (roff 2007) . In these types of models, plasticity is then inferred as the proportion of the phenotypic trend that cannot be ascribed to genetic change. For example, réale et al. (2003) found that plasticity accounted for 62% of the change in parturition date in a red squirrel population using an animal model. A disadvantage of this method is the need for detailed pedigree data that is often only available in long-term studies of individually marked populations (e.g., réale et al. 2003; charmentier et al. 2008; Pigéon et al. 2017) , which for some organisms might be difficult to collect. Second, transplant and commongarden experiments are often used to detect signals of local adaptation (kaWecki & eBert 2004) . In a transplant experiment, individuals originating from different locations are transplanted among all locations. When this is impossible, an alternative approach is to create a controlled environment or a range of environmental conditions in the laboratory or in the field, and expose different genotypes to these conditions. This experimental set-up is referred to as a common-garden experiment. Both approaches allow the construction of reaction norms, which can then be used to separate genetic and environmental effects of the phenotype (via et al. 1995; kaWecki & eBert 2004; WilliamS et al. 2008) . Lastly, experimental manipulations such as experimental evolution, in which experimental populations exposed to different environmental conditions are established, can be used to examine evolutionary or plasticity responses (merilä & hendry 2014). For example, van doorSlaer et al. (2007) showed rapid microevolutionary responses in survival and performance of Simocephalus vetulus populations after 1 year of exposure to different temperature treatments mimicking different global warming scenarios using outdoor mesocosms.
To date, most eco-evolutionary studies have focused on single traits of single species, while it is known that communities can also be structured by ecological and evolutionary processes (collinS & gardner 2009; Barraclough 2015) , not only in time but also in space (via & lande 1985; kaWecki & eBert 2004; fox & harder 2015) , and that selection can act on multiple traits at the same time (lande & arnold 1983) resulting in biased outcomes expected from single trait studies (via & lande 1985; via & haWthorne 2005) . Having tools available to not only disentangle plasticity from evolutionary change, but also from ecological processes at the community level (e.g., changes in the relative abundances of species) will aid the field of eco-evolutionary dynamics to look at more complex systems shaped by interacting ecological and evolutionary processes. Eco-evolutionary partitioning metrics are an example of such a tool that allows the quantification of ecological and evolutionary contributions to population and community trait change. The data used for these types of metrics often make use of the previously described techniques of quantitative genetic models, common garden or transplant experiments and experimental evolution.
Eco-evolutionary partitioning metrics
Partitioning metrics have been developed with two goals: quantifying the contribution of genetic and non-genetic components to (1) trait change (e.g., the reaction norm approach; StokS et al. 2016) and (2) an ecological or community variable (e.g., the 'Geber method '; hairSton et al. 2005; ellner et al. 2011 ). An overview of key studies developing or using eco-evolutionary partitioning metrics, related to both goals, is given in Fig. 3 . While some of these methods were originally developed outside the field of eco-evolutionary dynamics (e.g., henderSon 1950; fox 2006; lajoie & vellend 2015) , small modifications could make them relevant for studying eco-evolutionary trait change (e.g., BranS et al. 2017) . Next, I give an overview on current existing partitioning metrics aimed at quantifying contributions of ecology and evolution to population and community trait change.
Population level The Price equation
Partitioning metrics designed to determine the role of evolution and ecology to observed trait change often make use of the Price equation (Price 1970 (Price , 1972 ; detailed derivation in Supplementary file A). The Price equation has been suggested to be the most fundamental theorem of evolution, because of its simplicity, and broad scope (Queller 2017) . Queller (2017) showed that the Price equation can be used to derive Fisher's average-excess equation (fiSher 1930 (fiSher , 1941 ), Robertson's secondary theorem of natural selection (roBertSon 1966 (roBertSon , 1968 , the breeder's equation (luSh 1947 ) and Fisher's fundamental Fig. 3 -Overview on few key studies using eco-evolutionary partitioning metrics that are based on the Price equation (Price), reaction norms (RN), integral projection modeling (IPM), quantitative genetics (QG), variation partitioning methods (VP) and others (Others) that can be used to separate intraspecific, interspecific, evolutionary and non-evolutionary contributions to population (blue), community (green) and ecosystem (yellow) change. Studies that combine different methods are given in intersecting regions. Note that the reaction norm approach and the (discrete) `Geber' method are both grouped under metrics using reaction norms. While both methods can use the same type of data, they should not be conflated entirely as they have crucial differences in the interpretation of the components (see main text). ) denotes the relative abundance of genetic lineage j at time point t 1 (resp. t 2 ). The first term on the right-hand side of eqn 1 captures lineage sorting and the second term the trait change within lineages. In this version of the Price equation the categorisation occurs via the distinct genetic lineages, and not on a one-to-one parent-offspring relationship. This means that there might be many generations between the two time points of trait change.
Integral projection modelling
While not a classical tool to quantify contributions of evolution and ecology to trait change, integral projection models (IPMs) have been used to answer eco-evolutionary questions (e.g., metcalf et al. Smallegange & coulSon 2013; traill et al. 2014 ). An IPM is a matrix population model that tracks the dynamics of a continuous trait (e.g., body size) in discrete time (eaSterling et al. 2000; coulSon 2012) . It describes the state of the population as a distribution, linking the continuous trait to four vital rate functions: (i) survival from time t to t+1, (ii) trait value of the survived individuals at time t+1, (iii) the number of offspring produced from time t to t+1 given the trait value at time t, and (iv) the trait values of the offspring at time t+1 (coulSon 2012). These four functions form the kernel of the IPM and allow the description of the population trait change through time (eaSterling et al. 2000; coulSon 2012) . Age-structured IPMs have been combined with an extended version of the Price equation, the age-structured Price equation (coulSon & tuljaPurkar 2008) , to allow a specific decomposition of the trait change given by the IPM into contributions of genetic, non-genetic and demographic processes (coulSon et al. 2010) . For example, a study by ozgul et al. (2010) applied the age-structured Price equation to a fitted IPM of a Soay sheep population at St Kilda and found that most of the change in body mass was due to ecological rather than evolutionary processes. Another way to assess the effects of these processes on the population mean trait involves the use of sensitivity analysis (e.g., coulSon et al. 2011; traill et al. 2014) . This approach, however, does not partition the mean trait change into contributions of ecology and evolution, but rather assesses how small perturbations of specific processes influence the population mean trait (coulSon et al. 2011) . A disadvantage of IPMs is the need for detailed individual-level data along multiple time points. One of the first developments to assess interactions between ecology and evolution, inspired by Pimentel's approach, was introduced in 2005 by N. Hairston Jr. and colleagues. Their method, in some studies referred to as the 'Geber' method (e.g., BeckS et al. 2012; Pigéon et al. 2017 , van Benthem et al. 2017 van velzen & gaedke 2017) , uses a technique of variance analysis to partition variation in an ecological response variable indicated by X (e.g., population growth rate) into evolutionary (via a phenotypic trait z) and ecological (via ecological factor e) contributions, i.e., X=X (z,e) . The main setup of this method is the link of the ecological response variable with a phenotypic trait and ecological factor. With continuous data, they proposed to use the chain rule to disentangle change in X due to evolutionary changes in z and ecological changes in e (hairSton et al. 2005) . When having discrete data, however, they proposed using regression analysis to estimate the independent main effects of evolutionary and ecological changes. Specifically, formulae for ecological and evolutionary effects are obtained by solving least-squares normal equations for the model coefficients of a regression model without interaction component (hairSton et al. 2005; ellner et al. 2011) , resulting in the following formulae for the main effect of ecology and evolution to change in an ecological response variable X:
where X kl represents the value of the ecological response variable X at genetic state k and ecological state l, i.e., X kl =X(z k ,e l ). In this model X is implemented as the response variable in function of two indicator variables indicating whether the ecological (i.e., environmental condition) or genetic (genetic make-up of the population) states refer to time point 1 or 2. hairSton et al. (2005) used this method to demonstrate that in some instances evolutionary effects can be substantially larger than ecological effects. For example, in the medium ground finch Geospiza fortis population on Daphne Major Island, evolutionary contributions (via beak shape and body size) to population growth rate were shown to exceed ecological contributions (via seed density and fraction of large seeds) by a factor of 2. 2 (hairSton et al. 2005) . In a second example, they showed that in a predator-prey simulation model of aBramS & matSuda (1997), evolutionary effects (via prey vulnerability) to predator growth rate was 63% of the ecological contribution (via prey abundance). In a last example, for the copepod Onychodiaptomus sanguineus, an evolutionary contribution (via life history: switch-to-diapause date) to average percapita production of diapausing eggs in a given year was found to equal one-fourth of the ecological contribution (via fish predation). While this contribution was less compared to the other two examples, it nevertheless was not negligible. et al. (2005) to disentangle change in annual population growth rate of each ungulate population into evolutionary (via birth weight) and ecological (via environmental variation such as June rainfall, vegetation index or Pacific Decadal Oscillation) contributions. While they found that both contributions were similar and therefore both processes could not be neglected, they raised an important issue with the original formulation of the method, which was that using a phenotypic trait as 'evolutionary variable' does not necessarily reflect evolutionary change. Observed changes in a phenotypic trait through time might also result from, for example, phenotypic plasticity (Pigliucci 2001; nuSSey et al. 2005a nuSSey et al. , 2005b or changes in the age structure of the population (coulSon & tuljaPurkar 2008). The original formulation of the method by hairSton et al. (2005) implies that the phenotypic trait used is perfectly heritable. While this is very unlikely, in some studies this has been the case (e.g., BeckS et al. 2012) . In 2011, S.P. Ellner and colleagues improved the method of hairSton et al. (2005) by using a continuous version of the Price equation (Page & noWak 2002) to account for the nonheritable part in the phenotypic trait when having continuous data. Applied to discrete data, however, the method in hairSton et al. (2005) was modified by allowing the phenotypic trait z to also depend on the environment by using reaction norms, i.e., X kl =X(z kl ,e l ) as opposed to X kl =X(z k ,e l ) (also referred to as the 'Price-Geber' method; detailed in ellner et al. 2011) . 
Evolution:
Ecology:
(2) GOVAERT L., Eco-evolutionary partitioning metrics (2012) showed that predator population growth was affected more by prey evolution (via clumping size) than by changes in prey abundance in predator-prey (rotifer-alga) microcosms experiments. In 2014, C.P. terHorst and colleagues reported the ecological effect of drought and the response of plant evolution to drought on soil microbial communities, and showed that the relative importance of ecological and evolutionary contributions on microbial communities were similar. In a later study, Pantel et al. (2015) , used an extension of the method of ellner et al. (2011) to incorporate two ecological factors that describe either the presence or absence of fish predation and macrophytes in their mesocosm experiments involving zooplankton communities. Using this extended version they showed that the impact of Daphnia magna adaptation to fish or macrophytes on the zooplankton community composition was similar to the effect of adding fish or macrophytes to mesocosm experiments. Similarly, Pigéon et al. (2017) also used an extended version of the method of ellner et al. (2011) in combination with a quantitative genetic model to quantify the effects of heritable and non-heritable changes in body mass distribution versus age structure, population density and climate effects on survival, recruitment and population growth in the wild bighorn sheep Ovis canadensis. They showed that the importance of these effects changes substantially over time, and that overall, the changes in body mass distribution occurred mainly through non-heritable trait changes, which had similar effects as changes in age structure or density on population growth rate. Lastly, a study by van velzen & gaedke (2017) used the continuous version of this method to calculate effects of prey and predator density and of trait defense and offense on prey and predator population growth in a predator-prey eco-evolutionary simulation to determine whether the prey and predator reinforce each other or not.
The five previously mentioned studies have used the same method to quantify ecological and evolutionary contributions to an ecological response variable. However, two of them did not incorporate a direct link between the ecological response variable X and a phenotypic trait z. For example, both terhorSt et al. (2014) and Pantel et al. (2015) experimentally measured the different states of their ecological response variable under study. These measurements were then directly used to assess how evolutionary (i.e., changes in genetic states) and ecological (i.e., changes in environmental states) effects shift the ecological response variable. On the one hand this simplifies the use of eqn 2. On the other hand, one needs to experimentally evaluate all possible combinations for X, and this can be empirically challenging. Hence, the metric of ellner et al. (2011) can be used to evaluate the contribution of ecology and evolution to ecological change with or without the link to a phenotypic trait. For the former, combinations of X can then be estimated by using a regression model with X as a response variable, and z and k as predictor variables. For the latter, direct measurements of the ecological variable should be taken in order to use the formula given in eqn 2.
The reaction norm approach
A related method to the discrete reaction norm based method of ellner et al. (2011) is the reaction norm approach developed in StokS et al. (2016) and govaert et al. (2016) . This method was originally developed to partition effects of (ancestral) plasticity, constitutive (i.e., mean trait) evolution and evolution of plasticity to temporal population trait change in a trait z between two discrete time points corresponding to two distinct environmental conditions (e.g., low nutrient condition at the first time point, and high nutrient condition at the second time point). In cases where information on the population mean trait value at both time points in both conditions is known, Δ can be separated in the following components:
In equation 3, z kl refers to the average population trait value at time point k in environmental condition l. The indices used here are similar to the ones used in the metric of ellner et al. (2011) in which the first index refers to the genetic state of the population corresponding to the time point and the second to the environmental state. Equation 3 has been used by StokS et al. (2016) to quantify the effects (3) of plasticity, constitutive evolution and evolution of plasticity to observed changes in 14 life history, morphological and behavioural traits of a Daphnia magna population undergoing shifts in fish predation pressure. This study used a resurrection ecology approach in which trait data on three discrete time points was collected, corresponding to two transition periods: no fish to high fish predation pressure (time period 1 to time period 2) and high fish to reduced fish predation pressure (time period 2 to time period 3). From each of these three time periods trait values of 12 clones were assessed in a control and fish kairomone condition, allowing the construction of reaction norms, and the use of the reaction norm approach. The main conclusions from this study were that the transition period from no fish to high fish predation pressure was mostly characterised by larger contributions of evolution of plasticity, while the transition period from high fish to reduced fish predation pressure was mostly characterised by larger contribution of constitutive evolution. For the first transition period, no general pattern among traits in which plasticity, constitutive evolution and evolution of plasticity worked in opposite or the same direction to the observed trait change was found. For the second transition period, however, plasticity always occurred in the same direction as constitutive evolution and in the opposite direction to evolution of plasticity. A similar conclusion as for the first transition period was obtained when the reaction norm approach was applied to three Polygonum cespitosum populations in New England, i.e., plasticity and the evolutionary components contributing to the observed trait change were found to combine in distinct ways for the same traits in different populations (govaert et al. 2016) . In a later study by fronhofer et al. (2017) , the reaction norm approach has been extended for the use of continuous reaction norms.
Community level
The previously described methods use a phenotypic trait z of a single species (i.e., a trait at the population level) either directly (Price equation, reaction norm approach) to quantify ecological and evolutionary contributions to the observed change in z or indirectly as a link to an ecological response variable ('Geber' and 'Price-Geber' method) for which ecological and evolutionary contributions are calculated. However, in natural systems, species are often part of a larger set of multiple species comprising a community. In some cases it might be that the average community phenotype influences the ecological response variable of interest rather than the average population trait. Moreover, the phenotypic community trait may change due to plasticity responses and/or evolutionary changes of the individual species, but also via changes in the relative abundances of the species (further referred to as species sorting ; Barraclough 2015; govaert et al. 2016) . Therefore, community trait change can be separated in ecological and evolutionary contributions and hence there is a need for partitioning metrics that can quantify these components. The Price equation and the reaction norm approach have been extended to allow for the assessment of ecological and evolutionary contributions to community trait change. In the case of the Price equation, a straightforward extension to communities is possible due to its recursive property (arnold & friStruP 1982) and has been used in an eco-evolutionary context (govaert et al. 2016 ). In the latter study, a community version of the reaction norm approach has been developed and has been shown to quantify effects of plasticity, constitutive evolution and evolution of plasticity, but also changes in the relative abundances of the species (species sorting), and interactions between species sorting and the evolutionary components (govaert et al. 2016) . Next, I discuss three other metrics that can be used to quantify evolutionary and ecological contributions at the community level (hence including changes in species abundances).
The Price-based equation of Collins & GardnEr (2009)
collinS & gardner (2009) used a Price-based approach on a community of s asexually reproducing species, where each species consists of distinct genetic lineages, to disentangle community trait change between two consecutive time points into species sorting, evolutionary and physiological change (e.g., mutation, physiological effects mediated through community composition, but see collinS & gardner 2009), i.e., In eqn 4, and (resp. and ) represent the average trait value (resp. relative abundance) of species i at time point t 1 and t 2 , and (resp. and ) represent the average trait value (resp. relative abundance in the total community) of genetic lineage j of species i at time point t 1 and t 2 . The first term on the right-hand side of eqn 4 captures the species sorting component, the second term captures the lineage sorting component and the last term captures the physiological component. In eqn 5, (resp. ) is the average trait value of species i (resp. of genetic lineage j of species i) at time point t k in environmental condition l, and (resp. ) is the relative abundance of species i (resp. of genetic lineage j of species i) at time point t k in the total community. In order of appearance, the terms on the right-hand side of eqn 5 reflect trait change due to species sorting, interaction components between species sorting and lineage sorting, between species sorting and genetic trait change within (4) (5) lineages and between species sorting and evolution of plasticity, lineage sorting, genetic trait change within lineages, the evolution of plasticity component, and lastly the plasticity component. Genetic trait change within lineages represents the genetic shifts within genetic lineages that are not detected by molecular techniques (e.g., sequencing the 16S rRNA gene in bacteria), but do result in phenotypic change (govaert et al. 2016) .
A reduced version of the PRN equation has been used to assess the contributions of species sorting, lineage sorting and their interaction to temporal change in age at first reproduction of a zooplankton community consisting of three zooplankton species (Daphnia pulex, Daphnia pulicaria and their hybrid) at four different food conditions (govaert et al. 2016) . While species sorting was overall the main contributor to the observed change in age at first reproduction, the eco-evolutionary interaction of species sorting × lineage sorting did show large contributions, and this only in a few treatments, indicating that the importance of eco-evolutionary interactions might depend upon the environmental conditions.
Variation partitioning method of lajoiE & VEllEnd (2015)
The variation partitioning method, developed by lePš et al. (2011) and extended by lajoie & vellend (2015) to account for continuous environmental gradients, has been extended to quantify effects of the genetic and non-genetic components of intraspecific trait variation (BranS et al. 2017; lajoie & vellend 2018) . This method differs from previous partitioning metrics in the focus on partitioning community trait variation into evolutionary and non-evolutionary contributions along an environmental gradient of interest, as opposed to mean community trait change along a time gradient. Hence the contribution found depends on the environmental gradient used. However, note that the environmental gradient can also be a temporal gradient, where species abundances and trait values are measured at multiple time points. In its original formulation, this method quantifies the contribution of intra-and interspecific trait variation to total observed community trait variation by calculating three types of community weighted means (CWMs) for a set of m communities, uniquely indexed as r {1, ..., m} (lajoie & vellend 2015) . The first type of CWM uses site-specific species means, and reflects trait variation both due to species sorting (referred to as species turnover (SPT) in lajoie & vellend 2015) and to intraspecific phenotypic trait change (referred to as intraspecific trait variation (ITV) in lajoie & vellend 2015; CWM SPT+ITV = ). The second type uses fixed species means and reflects trait variation only due to species sorting (CWM SPT = ). The third type is the difference between the previous two, and describes the variation due to intraspecific phenotypic trait variation (CWM ITV = CWM SPT+ITV -CWM SPT = ). The latter term, however, confounds both evolutionary change and phenotypic plasticity. Each type of CWM is then used as a response variable in a regression analysis against an environmental gradient of interest. From these regressions, regression sums of squares are obtained to assess how much each process (species sorting, intraspecific phenotypic trait change or the combination of both) explains the observed community trait variation along the environmental gradient of interest (lajoie & vellend 2015) . For example, lajoie & vellend (2015) used this method to evaluate the relative importance of intraspecific phenotypic trait change in three functional plant traits (flowering phenology, specific leaf area and height) to non-climatic (soil properties and light) and climatic (elevation) axes for a set of 30 herbaceous plant communities. They found that intraspecific phenotypic trait change had larger contributions along non-climatic axes, and concluded that their result is evidence for the hypothesis that phenotypic plasticity is greatest in response to conditions varying at small spatial scales.
This approach has been extended by BranS et al. (2017) to assess the contribution of genetic and nongenetic trait change, in addition to effects of species sorting and intraspecific phenotypic trait change, to community change in body size of 83 zooplankton communities along an urbanisation gradient. Here, GOVAERT L., Eco-evolutionary partitioning metrics I report a more general version of this extension, and refer the reader to BranS et al. (2017) for an explanation on how plasticity effects of particular experimental treatments can be additionally included. Consider a phenotypic trait z, where z ir denotes the phenotypic value of z for a species i in community r. This phenotypic trait value can alternatively be written as the sum of its genotypic value ( ) and the phenotypic plasticity found in the field or to an experimental treatment ( -), i.e., = + ( -). This decomposition can then be substituted in the intraspecific trait variability effect (i.e., CWM ITV ) as calculated in the variation partitioning method of lajoie & vellend (2015), i.e.,
The first term on the right-hand side of eqn 6 is the genetic trait change and the second term is the nongenetic trait change due to plasticity responses in the field or experimental treatment, but could also include ontogenetic changes (see BranS et al. 2017) . BranS et al. (2017) then modified this extension further to also include data from a common garden experiment on two different temperatures (20°C and 24°C), which made it possible to account for the effect of plasticity due to temperature. They found that the change in body size of the zooplankton communities along the urbanisation gradient could be largely explained by non-genetic intraspecific trait change. lajoie & vellend (2018) have also extended the SPT+ITV partitioning by including data information on a transplant experiment in the regression model. This also makes it possible to quantify the amount of community trait variation that can be explained by plasticity, or by genetic effects. They applied this extension to a set of plant communities sampled along an elevation gradient, and found that phenotypic plasticity was an important contributor to intraspecific phenotypic trait change in plant height, specific leaf area and leaf area. However, in both studies phenotypic plasticity was only assessed for one species.
The main assumption of this method is that the regression sums of squares obtained with the different CWMs as response variable are comparable. This is the case when the response variables are on the same scale. This also means if one CWM is transformed (e.g., to normalize the response data), then all CWMs should undergo the same transformation. Moreover, in the case of multiple predictor variables, the same predictors and their interactions should be captured in the model of each CWM in order to compare regression sums of squares across these models. However, the best fitted model for each CWM may differ in the transformation of the response variable as well as in the predictor variables explaining the variation observed in a particular CWM. If this is the case, it is, however, unclear how this approach should be applied.
Comparison of partitioning metrics
With the current increase of eco-evolutionary partitioning metrics, there is a pressing need for an assessment of how these methods differ in their quantification of ecological and evolutionary processes. This will help scientists to determine which method is best for their study while taking limitations of the method used into account.
The Price, reaction norm and Price-Reaction-Norm equation
The Price equation, the reaction norm approach and the Price-Reaction-Norm equation have been compared with one another in a study by govaert et al. (2016) . In this study it was revealed that the Price equation was not able to separate genetic trait change and evolution of plasticity within lineages from phenotypic plasticity, while the reaction norm approach, which uses species means, attributed lineage sorting to both constitutive evolution and evolution of plasticity. An advantage of using species means as opposed to genetic lineage means is that the reaction norm approach is more easily applicable to sexually reproducing species. While Price (1970) himself stated that his equation holds for both sexual and asexual reproduction, it is not straightforward to apply the Price equation to disentangle trait (6) change in a sexually reproducing population. This is because, in order to use the Price equation, one needs to categorise the ancestral population. This categorisation then determines to which categories the descendants belong, which means that the indexing of the descendants is linked to the ancestral grouping (lynch & WalSh 1998; frank 2012). With sexually reproducing species, a descendant individual can be linked to two ancestral individuals. Therefore, if the two ancestral individuals belong to a different category, it is not clear to which category the individual descendant should be linked. On the contrary, for asexually reproducing populations, descendant individuals can be linked to one ancestral individual, and the categorisation can be chosen as subsets of lineages. As a partial solution to this problem, kerr & godfrey-Smith (2009) extended the Price equation to include a connectivity variable that allowed more complex connections between parents and offspring. If information on the connection between parents and offspring is available (e.g., via molecular markers or controlled siredam experiments; joneS et al. 2010), then this extension could be used to allow for a better inclusion of sexually reproducing populations in the Price equation. If no such information is available, one could still use the Price or Price-Reaction-Norm equation to sexually reproducing species, assuming that a meaningful grouping within species can be made. For example, one could choose groups of particular genotypes (e.g., coat colour of wolfs, coulSon et al. 2011; or groups of particular families). This would, however, change the interpretation of some components: i.e., lineage sorting would now reflect the sorting of the group chosen (e.g., genotype sorting).
In the same study, govaert et al. -using simulated scenarios with and without selection on body size and with high and low heritability of body size to decompose changes in body size into evolutionary, plasticity and demographic effects. It has been shown earlier that the age-structured Price equation can also be used to track moments of character distributions similar to the ones described in an (agestructured) integral projection model (coulSon et al. 2010) . The study of van Benthem et al. (2017) shows that the differences found between the four methods are mostly due to differences in aims and definitions, but also which processes they ascribe to plasticity and how they take demography into account. Moreover, van Benthem et al. (2017) showed that the age-structured Price equation and the integral projection model capture selection, whereas the quantitative genetic model and the 'Geber' method rather quantify the response to selection. As all frameworks compared in van Benthem et al. (2017) have been developed independently, they differ in their assumptions, results and interpretation, and none of them gives the 'true' contributions of the underlying processes (van Benthem et al. 2017 ). Similar to a conclusion made in govaert et al. (2016) , van Benthem et al. (2017) concluded that different research questions require different frameworks, and researchers need a thorough understanding of the differences between the available frameworks to select the appropriate method for their question.
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With the increasing interest in contemporary ecological and evolutionary dynamics, more metrics will likely be developed in the future. It is important that these methods are also compared with existing methods, to indicate how they differ and which question they can answer. It is important to note that both methods can be used to partition effects of ecology and evolution to observed trait change as well as to change in an ecological response variable (detailed in Supplementary file B). The latter being valid for all partitioning metrics: i.e., whenever direct measurements of an ecological variable are available, it can be similarly used as a phenotypic trait in most of the previously described partitioning metrics. Exceptions to this are when the ecological variable cannot be related to individuals or specific groups (e.g., population growth); then only approaches that use population means can be used.
Metric of
Both the metric of ellner et al. (2011) and the reaction norm approach can be retrieved by solving the least-squares normal equation for the model coefficients of a regression model in which trait z or an ecological variable X is used as a response variable in function of two indicator variables representing the genetic and ecological states at time points 1 and 2. The main difference is, however, whether and how an interaction component is included, which also alters the interpretation of the components (see Supplementary file B). While the reaction norm approach calculates its components compared to an ancestral population (i.e., the oldest time point), the metric by ellner et al. (2011) can be obtained by using a midpoint as reference (Pantel et al. 2015) . Therefore, the method of ellner et al. (2011) can also be interpreted as quantifying average effects of evolution and ecology to trait change (Fig. 4a) , as opposed to effects of ancestral plasticity, evolution of trait mean, and evolution of plasticity (Fig.  4b) . The latter reflecting an evolved plasticity response from the ancestral plasticity as described in the reaction norm approach.
Both methods have been extended to address more complex cases. For example, the method of ellner et al. (2011) has been extended to incorporate multiple ecological and evolutionary components. This extension has been used in Pantel et al. (2015) to show that the effect size of evolution (i.e., adaptation of D. magna to fish or macrophytes) on community composition was similar to the effect of the two ecological factors (i.e., presence of fish and macrophytes) and by Pigéon et al. (2017) to quantify the effects of heritable and non-heritable changes in body mass distribution versus age structure, population density and climate effects on survival, recruitment and population growth in wild bighorn sheep. While the reaction norm approach can also be extended to include multiple components, it is at this moment still unclear what these components actually mean (but see Supplementary file C). On the other hand, the reaction norm approach has been extended to partition community trait change into ecological and evolutionary components (govaert et al. 2016) , while this is less obvious for the metric of ellner et al. (2011) . For the latter, ways of extending the method of ellner et al. (2011) to community data should be explored. Having methods available that partition community trait change into ecological and evolutionary components is important, because observed community trait changes might be the result of both species sorting and species' evolution, separately or combined (collinS & gardner 2009; Barraclough 2015).
Eco-evolutionary interactions
Different eco-evolutionary partitioning metrics allocate different evolutionary and non-evolutionary processes. For example, the original version of the Price equation, the method of ellner et al. (2011) and the one of collinS & gardner (2009) only evaluate main effects of ecology and evolution, while it is well known that intertwined interactions between ecology and evolution, such as evolution of plasticity or an interaction between species sorting and evolution, may also play an important role in explaining the observed trait change. Evolution of plasticity can occur when there is genetic variation present for phenotypic plasticity (day et al. 1994; neWman 1994) , and hence an evolved change in the response of plasticity can shift the impact plasticity had on the population or community variable. The interference between species sorting and evolution has been shown empirically (e.g., fukami et al. (2007) found that the establishment success of non-D. magna zooplankton species immigration was influenced by the genetic composition of the resident D. magna populations. However, unlike evolution of plasticity, it is not well-studied, but is a core part of eco-evolutionary dynamics at the community level. Partitioning metrics, such as the reaction norm approach and the Price-Reaction-Norm equation do include such eco-evolutionary interactions between species sorting and evolution, and might provide important steps to a better understanding of the importance of these interactions. While an eco-evolutionary interaction (2016) to observed population trait change. Graphs display the population mean reaction norms at time point t 1 (circles) and t 2 (squares), where each time point corresponds to a specific environmental condition (e.g., low and high nutrients, absence and presence predator). Unfilled symbols represent the population mean trait at environmental condition 1 (i.e., the environmental condition at time point t 1 ), and filled symbols represent the population mean trait at environmental condition 2 (i.e., the environmental condition at time point t 2 ). (Supplementary file B) , it is not always straightforward to interpret this component.
The appropriate method for a study
Metrics clearly differ in the processes they allocate and the data information they need. Is the best metric the one that can quantify more and the most accurate processes, or the one that best answers the question asked? Which metric is better suited highly depends on the organisms used, the processes of interest and the question asked. For example, for asexually reproducing species, the Price-Reaction-Norm equation gives a more accurate partitioning into ecological and evolutionary components contributing to population or community trait change. A downside of methods quantifying more processes is often the high amount of data needed. For example, for the Price-Reaction-Norm equation one needs to measure individuals of each genetic lineage at the environmental conditions of the time points to which trait change is occurring, allowing the construction of reaction norms for each lineage. However, note that a reduced version of this metric is also available (see govaert et al. 2016) . In general, the PriceReaction-Norm equation should be favoured over the original formulation of the Price equation, as it allows the quantification of eco-evolutionary interactions. As soon as all information for the Price equation is available, the simplified version of the Price-Reaction-Norm approach can also be used.
Obtaining information on reaction norms for each genetic lineage is often not possible or not necessary (e.g., in the case of sexually reproducing species). For example, the reaction norm approach and the metric of ellner et al. (2011) use population mean reaction norms. This makes these metrics applicable to both sexually as asexually reproducing species. However, it is only for the reaction norm approach that a clear community-level extension including species sorting is available. The reaction norm approach has the advantage that it also provides information on evolution of plasticity. When no common garden or transplant experiments are feasible (e.g., for some large mammal species), quantitative genetic animal models can provide a solution when individual-level data is available. These models allow the decomposition of phenotypic variation into a genetic and an environmental component (réale et al. 2003; WilSon et al. 2010) , and can be combined with partitioning metrics (e.g., Pigéon et al. 2017) . The available data and the processes of interest will in the end often be key determinants in choosing the appropriate metric for a study.
Practical guidelines on...
The increase in the diversity of partitioning metrics becoming available makes it difficult for researchers to match their question and dataset to a specific metric. It is important that the choice of the ecoevolutionary partitioning metrics matches both the available data and the hypothesis of interest, and that researchers are well aware of the limitations of the metric used as well as the consequences of not having fully resolved data. As a guideline, I constructed a simple decision tree using a few basic questions to provide an initial aid kit for researchers to decide which partitioning metrics might be suitable for their study system (Figs 5-6), and provided a schematic figure on the data requirements for the metrics discussed in this study (Fig. 7) . I here do not focus on the type of data needed for integral projection models or quantitative genetic models. For these types of data I refer the reader to the study of van Benthem et al. (2017) .
... population metrics
Depending on the data collected to study population trait change, different sets of metrics are available. Throughout the decision trees one determines whether sets of genetic lineages or another meaningful grouping (e.g., genotype grouping in case of sexually reproducing species) can be defined, if trait values or relative abundances are collected or known (e.g., from literature) and if these can be linked to the groups, and whether reaction norms can be constructed. For example, if individual trait measurements are taken what is known about a system at the population level and the appropriate eco-evolutionary partitioning metric. For each population one first decides whether meaningful groups can be identified: sets of clonal individuals of an asexually reproducing species (e.g., in Daphnia), sets of individuals grouped using molecular markers (e.g., bacteria) or even groups of individuals that share a particular genotype or some family structure. Depending whether information on the trait values and abundances of these groups are known and whether reaction norms can be constructed the available metric may be the Price equation ( Vellend (2015) at the population level (see main text) can be used L&V(POP). If common garden data is collected and abundances of lineages are known then the extended version in BranS et al. (2017) at the population level can be used (Brans(POP)) or in the absence of lineages abundances one could still assess genetic versus non-genetic effects along the environmental gradient (Brans(GEN)). If only trait values are available and no reaction norms can be constructed then depending whether different groups can be assessed, one can only look at trait change over time at the population level (no partitioning into genetic and non-genetic components is possible) or at the within-group level (trait change within lineages over time). If only abundances are available and groups can be constructed then one can look at the change in lineages composition over time. (Fig. 7) . If in addition, trait values are measured at two environmental conditions corresponding to the discrete time points using a common garden or transplant experiment, thus allowing the construction of reaction norms for each lineage, then the Price-Reaction-Norm equation can be used (Fig. 7) . If it is impossible to link the trait values to the genetic lineages or groups of a particular species, or no information on their relative abundance is known, the trait values of these individuals may be pooled to an unweighted average population trait value. Hence population mean reaction norms can still be constructed, which allows the use of the reaction norm approach and the metric of ellner et al. (2011) (Fig. 7) .
The partitioning method of lajoie & vellend (2015) and its extension given in BranS et al. (2017) can also be used at the population level, whenever populations are sampled along a continuous environmental gradient (Figs 5, 7) . If field data are complemented with common garden data, one can compare the regression result obtained using field data to the result obtained using common garden data. The difference would assess plasticity and ontogenetic effects from the field (BranS et al. 2017) . If information on lineage abundances is known, one could additionally assess lineage turnover and intra-lineage trait variation. If no common garden data are available in addition to field data, but lineage abundances are known, it is still possible to use a population version of the partitioning method of lajoie & vellend (2015) . Here, population trait variation will be separated into lineage turnover and intra-lineage trait variation among populations (as opposed to intraspecific trait variation among communities).
... community metrics
At the community level, similar types of data as at the population level might be available for the member species in the community. If the species of the communities consist of distinct genetic lineages what is known about a system at the community level and the appropriate eco-evolutionary partitioning metric. For each community one first decides whether each member species can be subdivided in groups (e.g., genetic lineages). In next steps one determines whether trait values and abundances are collected or known for the different species and/or genetic groups within species, whether information about environmental gradients is known and if this is continuous or discrete, and whether reaction norms can be constructed. Depending on the answer, the metric used can be the Price equation (Price) & vellend (2015) , if only species mean trait data are available then one can only determine species turnover (L&V(SPT)). If only species trait and abundance data is available then a Price equation at the community level can still be used (Price(COM)). If only species trait data is available and no reaction norms can be constructed then one can still look at trait change over time, but no partitioning into ecological and evolutionary components is possible. If only trait values of genetic lineage is available, then depending whether additional information on species abundances is available, one can either go to `Trait+Abund. Species (iii)' or to the decision tree for populations (go to *) in Fig. 5 . If only species abundance data is available and no reaction norms can be constructed, then one can still determine the change in species composition over time, but no partitioning into ecological and evolutionary contributions is possible. vellend (2015) at the population and community level. Δt refers to a temporal change from time point t 1 to time point t 2 corresponding to a change from environmental condition E 1 to E 2 . ΔE corresponds to an environmental gradient. At the population level for the Price equation and the PRN equation, the different colours represent different genetic lineages in an asexually reproducing population. Note that the colours may also refer to a specific grouping within the population or species (e.g., groups related to specific genotypes or family structure). For the reaction norm approach and the SPT+ITV-partitioning method, individuals are represented in grey colours, indicating that these approaches do not necessarily use information on lineage abundances. For the reaction norm approach, at the population level, if information on lineages is present one can calculate lineage-weighted population means. If this information is not present, then one results to the original formulation, and calculates unweighted population means. However, at the community level, one always calculates the community means weighted by species abundances, while for some approaches the species trait means can be unweighted means (e.g., in the reaction norm approach). The different symbols at the community level are used to represent different species that can each consist of different genetic lineages (represented by the colours) or different phenotypes not related to a specific grouping (represented by grey colours). For the reaction norm approach and the PRN equation, a common garden experiment is performed to collect data information on the trait values of the different genetic lineages and/or species from both time points at both environmental conditions in order to construct reaction norms. The coloured lines in the reaction norm plot in the PRN equation represent the reaction norms for the individual lineages. Similarly, the dashed lines in the reaction norm plots at the community level for the reaction norm approach and the PRN equation represent the reaction norms for the individual species. When a common garden experiment is performed for the SPT+ITV-partitioning method an extended version, given in BranS et al. (2017) , can be used to quantify genetic and non-genetic components of intraspecific trait variation. At the community level, regression models can be made using the common garden data of all species (white filled symbols) or for an individual species (given by the circles). (2011) . If only trait values are known, then an eco-evolutionary partitioning can be performed for each species separately (i.e., go to the decision tree for populations; previous section; Fig. 5 ). If only information on abundances is known for the lineages, then no eco-evolutionary partitioning can be performed, but one can only track the changes in lineage composition along time. If no genetic grouping within species can be constructed, then one can use the reaction norm approach, the metric of ellner et al. (2011) , the method of lePš et al. (2011) or the Price equation at the commmunity level. The method used will depend on whether reaction norms can be constructed. If only species abundances are known, then no eco-evolutionary partitioning can be performed, and one can only look at the change in species composition along time.
There also exist studies that collected local trait values and abundances of species within communities along environmental gradients (Fig. 7) . These types of studies do not necessarily seek to understand temporal trait change, but rather trait variation among community weighted means given an environmental gradient. These studies can then use the classical SPT+ITV-partitioning approach given by lajoie & vellend (2015) to assess the contribution of species turnover (SPT) and intraspecific trait variation (ITV) to total trait variation along the environmental gradients. If in addition common garden or transplant data were collected one could use the extended version by BranS et al. (2017) .
... collecting community data
While partitioning metrics at the community level have become increasingly available, to date we generally still lack community trait data suitable to assess both main and interaction effects of ecology and evolution as given by the reaction norm approach and the Price-Reaction-Norm equation, which makes it difficult to draw conclusions about the quantitative importance of evolution compared to ecology for changes in community trait values. These metrics require trait measurements on multiple individuals of the constituent species of the community in conditions corresponding to the environmental change between the time points (Fig. 7) . Collecting suitable data describing temporal change in plant, animal or microbe communities experiencing varying environmental conditions is, however, challenging. The main challenge involves tracking abundances and trait changes of multiple species comprising a community (Barraclough 2015) . Species can vary in their trait values due to demographic (e.g., age structure), plasticity and genetic effects (ozgul et al. 2009 ) and can vary in their (relative) abundances over time, changing the strength of species interactions, which makes it difficult to measure these values and interactions experimentally (Barraclough 2015) . However, several approaches such as wholecommunity resurrection, repeated sampling in nature or in experimental evolution settings, or space-fortime substitutions might provide opportunities to collect the right amount of data needed.
Resurrection ecology
In a community context, studies have been using resurrection ecology (i.e., revival of individuals from the past via hatching of dormant life stages; kerfoot et al. 1999; kerfoot & Weider 2004) to determine how past community composition shifted due to environmental changes (e.g., reinemann et al. 2009; arSenau et al. 2011) . However, so far, these studies have not included assessments of trait values of the member species of the communities at the different time periods using common garden approaches, which is the type of information needed for the reaction norm approach. In future studies, it would be valuable to hatch multiple (e.g., all common) species of the communities from the sediment core at the time periods of interest. Trait values for different individuals from particular groups of each species could then be measured under multiple environmental conditions (e.g., a control and fish kairomone condition, StokS et al. 2016) . Together with quantifying the changes in relative abundances of the different species through time, this would allow an assessment of the community trait change under e.g., shifting fish predation pressure.
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Experimental evolution
Information on changes in the mean value of a trait over time or trait evolution under controlled laboratory conditions can be found in many studies (e.g., Darwin finches on the Galápagos islands, grant & grant 2002; Soay sheep on St. Kilda, clutton-Brock & PemBerton 2004; experimental evolution on the gut bacterium Escherichia coli, elena & lenSki 2003). However, fewer studies have focused on the repeated and simultaneous sampling of multiple species comprising a community, either in natural or experimental conditions. Few exceptions exist, such as the experimental study by Weider et al. (2008 ), laWrence et al. (2012 ) and fiegna et al. (2015 . For example, in the experimental study by Weider et al. (2008) , a Daphnia community consisting of three species (i.e., Daphnia pulex, Daphnia pulicaria and their hybrid species) was exposed to four different food conditions, and densities of two clones per species were tracked through time. In order to apply the Price-Reaction-Norm equation with all its estimates of each ecological, evolutionary and eco-evolutionary interaction component to the data collected by Weider et al. (2008) , it would have required clonal trait measurements before the start and at the end of the experiment in a common control condition. This would have allowed the construction of reaction norms and the assessment of phenotypic plasticity and evolution of plasticity throughout the experiment. Additionally, for those time points at which relative abundances were measured, again, clonal trait values should have been measured in both the control and experimental condition. While one might expect that the genotypic trait value of the Daphnia clones would not change throughout the experiment given the low number of generations involved, in some systems (e.g., bacteria) mutations may have strong impacts on the genetic lineage trait value even over short time spans (lenSki et al. 1991; elena & lenSki 2003; laWrence et al. 2012 ).
Space-for-time substitution
An approach that could be used to circumvent the need to measure temporal dynamics is a space-fortime substitution (Pickett 1989 ) such as a chronosequence approach (StevenS & Walker 1970) . This technique involves the use of spatial data to infer temporal dynamics. The spatially separated sites chosen are based on their ecological or environmental gradients and serve as a proxy to predict temporal dynamics (Pickett 1989) . In the chronosequence approach, spatially different forested sites are chosen that share similar attributes (e.g., parent material or substrate), but differ in age (StevenS & Walker 1970; harden 1982; Walker et al. 2010) . A critical aspect in this approach is that the communities at the younger sites are assumed to be developing in a temporal pattern that resembles how the older sites were developed (Walker et al. 2010) . In other studies, the spatial gradient chosen might for example reflect the environmental change expected to occur over time. For example, in a study by etterSon & ShaW (2001), a space-for-time substitution was used to evaluate the evolutionary response of the partridge pea, Chamaecrista fasciculata, to climate change. Populations of C. fasciculata were sampled at three different sites in the U.S. Great Plains across an aridity gradient (i.e., Minnesota, Kansas, and Oklahoma). The spatial gradient among the sites was used as a proxy for the temporal trend expected from global warming. Individual plants from each of the three populations were transplanted among the three sites, and a set of traits was measured. While this study only focused on a single species, a similar approach could be used for communities.
Other studies using a space-for-time substitution have collected individuals of species at different sites, and measured their trait values in either a common environment or in a set of common experimental treatments (e.g., dinh van et al. 2014) , or have transplanted individuals among ecologically contrasting sites (e.g., etterSon & ShaW 2001; gaSol et al. 2002; nooten et al. 2014) . The combination of a space-for-time substitution followed by common garden or transplant experiments with the measurement on species abundances might allow the collection of the type of community data suitable for community partitioning metrics such as the reaction norm approach and the Price-Reaction-Norm equation. Such a combination has been used in a previous study by ellner et al. (2011) where they used the data obtained from mesocosm experiments by BaSSar et al. (2010) to measure local adaptation of Trinidadian guppies to different predation levels. More specifically, ellner et al. (2011) quantified contributions of evolution and ecology to observed changes in several ecosystem features assuming the experiment mimicked consequences of predator introduction. However, in this study only one species was transplanted, the Trinidadian guppy, and not multiple species of the community.
Discussion
It is now well-documented that evolution can significantly alter ecological processes (reviewed in day 2005; fuSSmann et al. 2007; turcotte et al. 2011) leading to contemporary interactions between ecology and evolution (Schoener 2011; hendry 2017) . With the increase of studies gathering evidence of this two-way interaction between ecology and evolution, there is a growing interest in the development and identification of methods that can quantify the relative importance of evolution compared to ecology in these dynamics. Because evolutionary biology and community ecology have been studied in isolation, their theories were largely developed independently (johnSon & StinchcomBe 2007). As a consequence, there are only a few guidelines available as to when and where to expect stronger contributions of evolution or species sorting in structuring community trait composition in natural landscapes. Having effective eco-evolutionary partitioning metrics can help us in building a database on ecological and evolutionary contributions to trait change in different landscapes and environmental gradients and for organism groups with widely different characteristics.
A frequently asked question in eco-evolutionary dynamics is how relatively important is the contribution of ecology and evolution to observed population and community trait changes (hairSton et al. 2005; PoSt & PalkovacS 2009; ellner et al. 2011) . Attempts to answer this question have led to the development of different methods. To date, researchers can use a handful of tools to determine the (relative) importance of ecology and evolution to observed trait change in their study system: quantitative genetic animal model (henderSon 1950), the Price equation (Price 1970; coulSon & tuljaPurkar 2008; collinS & gardner 2009) , metrics based on reaction norms (ellner et al. 2011; StokS et al. 2016; govaert et al. 2016) , integral projection models (eaSterling et al. 2000; coulSon et al. 2011) , and an extension of the method of lajoie & vellend (2015) (BranS et al. 2017; lajoie & vellend 2018) . Partitioning metrics are designed to be generally applicable. However, some systems might lend themselves more naturally to the collection of suitable data for these metrics. For example, asexually reproducing populations may allow the tracking of genetic lineages through time (needed for the Price equation), or the measuring of individuals from the same genetic lineage at different environmental conditions, resulting in reaction norms (needed for the Price-Reaction-Norm equation). Other methods, such as the SPT+ITV-variation partitioning method of lajoie & vellend (2015) need site-specific mean species trait values. Nevertheless, any partitioning metric that aims to quantify evolutionary as opposed to ecological contributions to trait change needs to separate genetic from non-genetic effects. Depending on the metric used, separating intraspecific trait change into genetic and non-genetic effects can be done using common garden or transplant experiments, or using quantitative genetic models.
With the increasing number of metrics allocating different processes of trait change, it is important to determine whether these metrics correctly isolate and quantify the mechanisms of the underlying trait change. At present a major critique of eco-evolutionary partitioning metrics might be that they always yield a 'result', but depending on which metric is used, a different contribution of evolution might be found (e.g., 4 = 2 + 2 or 4 = 1 + 3). The latter has been illustrated in govaert et al. (2016) and van Benthem et al. (2017) . Both studies applied a set of different metrics to various simulated data sets and reported that the contribution of evolution found depended on the metric used. Depending on the data available, one might want to use the most detailed partitioning metric. However, this might strongly depend on which processes the researcher wants to allocate. For example, in govaert et al. (2016) , the Price equation and a reduced version of the Price-Reaction-Norm equation were applied to a study of Weider et al. (2008) . Using the Price equation they found that species sorting was the main contributor GOVAERT L., Eco-evolutionary partitioning metrics to the observed trait change, while using the Price-Reaction-Norm equation they showed that for some instances the large contribution of species sorting was actually due to a large contribution of an ecoevolutionary interaction between species sorting and evolutionary change. It is thus important that ecoevolutionary partitioning metrics not be blindly applied and that their results are interpreted carefully in terms of the metric's limitations and may only become meaningful when applied in a particular framework (luQue 2017). A downside of using the most detailed partitioning metric, is its data-hungry requirement. However, as illustrated in the decision trees, one does not need the most exhaustive data and the most detailed metric to still explore eco-evolutionary contributions to trait change. In such a case, it is for the researcher to be aware of the limitations of the metric used and what features of the system may be folded together to retrieve a simpler approach. Such approaches are still valuable to further our understanding of the importance of evolution and ecology in eco-evolutionary dynamics, even if not every detail is known.
Because existing metrics are designed to isolate the contributions of specific processes, they have often allocated trait change to an incorrect fraction when other processes also operate. In published ecoevolutionary dynamics studies, these metrics have not always led to a correct partitioning of evolutionary and ecological contributions to ecological processes. This can have two causes: in some cases the authors use data that are not entirely appropriate (e.g., when phenotypic data collected from the field are used to infer exclusively 'evolutionary' contributions), or when the metrics that were developed or applied did not partition the data correctly (govaert et al. 2016) . It is therefore important that metrics be validated, but also to assess how different metrics compare with one another. Validation and comparison of metrics will allow us to understand which ecological and evolutionary processes individual metrics can allocate, and why metrics might differ in their outcome. Validation tests can be done by constructing simple numerical examples that reflect varying scenarios in which different processes are absent or present (e.g., govaert et al. 2016), or via computer simulations that may approach more complex systems in which certain processes can be controlled for (e.g., van Benthem et al. 2017 ). In addition, by applying the metrics to an increasing amount of controlled laboratory or field experiments in which the processes contributing to trait change are known will provide us with a sense of the variability of outcomes in semi-realistic settings.
The metrics discussed in this study are aimed at quantifying contributions of ecology and evolution to observed population and community trait change as opposed to ecosystem change and this across discrete moments in time. Ecosystem functions (e.g., total biomass, total CO 2 flux, total productivity of a system), however, can also be impacted by evolution in a focal species (e.g., SchWeitzer et al. 2005; lennon & martiny 2008; fuSSmann et al. 2007; gravel et al. 2011; madritch & lindroth 2011; urBan 2013) . Species evolution has been found to enhance (e.g., laWrence et al. 2012) or constrain ecosystem functioning (e.g., loeuille 2010), and in one instance shifted the ecosystem to an alternative state (e.g., mattheWS et al. 2011). Shifts in community composition can also have large effects on ecosystem properties (e.g., SymStad et al. 1998; zheng et al. 2010; Wagg et al. 2014; SPaak et al. 2017) . This implies that ecosystem features can be structured by both evolutionary and ecological processes. There exist studies that focus on partitioning change in ecosystem functions. For example, the study of cook- Patton et al. (2011) experimentally manipulated genotypic and species diversity to assess their effect on primary productivity. Other studies have developed partitioning metrics to address shifts in some ecosystem function, albeit not yet extended to include evolutionary changes (fox 2006; genung et al. 2011) . For example, Fox and colleagues (fox 2006; fox & harPole 2008; fox & kerr 2012) proposed a method based on the Price equation to partition the change in ecosystem functioning between two sites into three distinct effects: a species richness effect (random loss and gain of species richness; SRE), species composition effect (nonrandom loss and gain of high-or low-functioning species; SCE) and a context dependence effect (post-loss changes in the functioning of the remaining species; CDE). In this method, the ecosystem functions are calculated as the sum of the functional contributions of the different species present in the system. Although existing eco-evolutionary partitioning metrics consider mean trait change and therefore cannot be used for ecosystem variables that are calculated as a summed contribution, the Price-based method of Fox and colleagues entails some promising features. For example, the latter term (CDE) in their method contains trait changes within species and does not further distinguish between genetic and non-genetic effects. Current partitioning metrics could be used to separate mean species trait change into non-evolutionary and evolutionary components. The resulting partitioning metric is then able to quantify ecological and evolutionary contributions to a shift in ecosystem function characterised as a sum across all species. I anticipate future analyses quantifying the relative contribution of both processes to ecosystem properties that will build from the eco-evolutionary partitioning metrics reviewed here.
The focus on survey data in discrete time periods is valuable because many empirical studies collect information on trait changes across discrete time points, rather than continuous trait change in time (ellner et al. 2011) . The eco-evolutionary partitioning metrics presented in this study only use information collected on trait values on an initial and a final time point or along an environmental gradient and do not need additional information such as an association between fitness and trait values as is often the case in dynamical models on eco-evolutionary dynamics. Using observed data without making underlying fitness-trait associations implies that these metrics cannot be used in a predictive manner (frank 2012; Queller 2017) unless additional assumptions about the evolutionary process are taken into account (frank 2012; lion 2018). For example, none of the metrics contain information about how alleles are combined or how phenotypic plasticity evolves in subsequent generations (frank 2012; Queller 2017). The fact that these metrics do not need such additional information make them generally applicable to a diverse array of systems at different levels of abstractness (gardner 2008; luQue 2017), but limits the capacity to predict future dynamics. In principle, these metrics could be combined with existing dynamical models to determine the expected contribution of ecology and evolution in varying simulated situations. For example, norBerg et al. (2012) developed a spatially explicit ecoevolutionary model in which population and trait dynamics are followed in response to climate change for a set of species. Specifically, they evaluated how the joint effects of dispersal and genetic variation influenced the relative contributions of ecology and evolution to the community response to a warming climate. To assess the temporal effects of ecology and evolution at each point in space, they used a continuous version of the Price equation. They found that the relative importance of adaptive evolution versus species sorting depended highly on the joint effects of dispersal and genetic variation, but was also determined by the amount of competition present. For example, without competition, species mainly responded to climate change through evolution. The study of norBerg et al. (2012) is one of the few that combines dynamical modelling with a direct assessment of the importance of evolutionary and ecological processes. More fascinating, the model revealed that the interaction between ecological and evolutionary processes generated species extinctions and trait change long after the climate had stabilised. This reflects the importance of combining different approaches such as dynamical models with partitioning metrics to obtain further insights into which processes may be responsible for the expected trait change.
Outlook
The field of eco-evolutionary dynamics is still in a relatively early stage (hendry 2017). Most studies applied eco-evolutionary partitioning metrics on single populations (e.g., hairSton et al. 2005; ezard et al. 2009; ellner et al. 2011; Pantel et al. 2015; StokS et al. 2016; Pigéon et al. 2017) , with some exceptions that applied partitioning metrics to predator-prey dynamics (e.g., BeckS et al. 2012; van velzen & gaedke 2017 ) or community properties (e.g., collinS & gardner 2009 terhorSt et al. 2014; Pantel et al. 2015) . Even in simple two-species systems, eco-evolutionary partitioning metrics can address important questions, such as how does the relative importance of evolution versus ecology change depending on whether a species engages in competition, predation, or mutualism? Generally, the lack of studies applying partitioning metrics to more complex systems such as communities of multiple GOVAERT L., Eco-evolutionary partitioning metrics co-occurring species is mainly due at present to the fact that the right data have not been collected. Applying partitioning metrics to more complex systems not only involves a practical challenge (i.e., measuring trait values and abundances of all or most abundant species present), but also a conceptual and quantitative challenge. Can and should complex species interactions be taken into account in partitioning metrics? And would such an approach provide us with better insights into mechanisms of the eco-evolutionary dynamics occurring in the system? Partitioning metrics can be applied to more complex systems as long as the data are collected in such a way that it makes the partition components meaningful. Increasing complexity has, however, the drawback that the method becomes very datahungry. As mentioned earlier, while a reliable and detailed eco-evolutionary partitioning is the goal, simpler approaches may also provide crucial insights into the system under study; as long as the researcher is aware of the limitations and interpretation of this simpler approach.
Most eco-evolutionary studies focus on changes in a single phenotypic trait assuming that it evolves independently of other traits. However, it is well-known that traits can be genetically correlated due to epistasis (i.e., recombination and interactions between loci), pleiotropy (i.e., the same loci influencing multiple traits), or linkage disequilibrium (i.e., non-random association of alleles at different loci) (leWontin & kojima 1960; lynch & WalSh 1998; Slatkin 2008 ) and thus ecological variables may be impacted by multiple traits at the same time (e.g., deWitt & langerhanS 2003; deraiSon et al. 2015) . Attempts to quantify evolutionary and non-evolutionary contributions to multivariate trait change have been made. For example, the study by StokS et al. (2016) used the reaction norm approach to partition multivariate trait change by including trait vectors as opposed to a single trait value in the reaction norm approach. Including trait vectors into partitioning metrics, however, still does not account for possible correlations between traits. Taking trait correlations into account could be done by performing first a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) on the total data set, and then applying an ecoevolutionary partitioning metric on the principal components. However, while the trait combinations represented by particular principal components are informative about correlations between traits, the interpretation of these results might be more challenging (e.g., if the structure of the PCA changes as traits evolve). Methods to describe multivariate trait change have been extensively developed in fields such as quantitative genetics. These methods could then be combined with eco-evolutionary partitioning metrics to quantify contributions of ecology and evolution to multivariate trait change. For example, the fourth order tensor analysis allows capturing of the variation among a set of covariance matrices, and partitions this variation into independent changes in the covariance structure (hine et al. 2009 ). Combining such an approach with common garden data may allow a multivariate way to assess effects of ecology and evolution to a change in the multivariate trait structure.
A major challenge is to understand how eco-evolutionary dynamics play out in natural, non-experimental settings (Pelletier et al. 2009; hendry 2017) . However, there are still limited insights about ecoevolutionary dynamics in nature mainly due to restricted knowledge on genotype and phenotype dynamics in wild populations (merilä et al. 2001; kruuk et al. 2008; Barraclough 2015) , but also because there are few studies that collect field data allowing for meaningful population and community eco-evolutionary partitioning. Such studies should involve monitoring of trait shifts over time in multiple genetic lineages and species through properly designed common garden or transplant experiments. Future community eco-evolutionary studies will ideally track trait evolution of all key species in natural communities and their ecological consequences through time (Barraclough 2015) and this in spatially complex landscapes. The increase in novel techniques to track abundances and trait values of species (e.g., via species that can be easily recognised, or via genomic techniques or fluorescent labels; Blount et al. 2012; chuBiz et al. 2012; hekStra & leiBler 2012; laWrence et al. 2012) will continue to advance the field of eco-evolutionary dynamics. However, currently nearly all studies still track only a limited number of genotypes and the techniques developed to date are only applicable to a subset of organisms (hekStra & leiBler 2012) . But, at the current pace of technological innovation it is likely that in the near future it will be possible to simultaneously track trait evolution of multiple species and their ecological consequences (Barraclough 2015) . This will enhance theoretical and empirical understanding of how species evolve in a community context, and provide opportunities to study ecoevolutionary dynamics in more complex, natural systems.
A number of challenges remain before we will fully understand how important eco-evolutionary processes are for population, community and ecosystem properties. This review has provided an overview of current partitioning metrics available to quantify ecological and evolutionary contributions to population and community trait shifts in a temporal context and addressed how future studies could collect data suited for partitioning metrics at the community level. While there is still only a limited number of studies that directly quantify these contributions, interest in eco-evolutionary dynamics is rapidly growing. I encourage future research to carefully consider how experiments and landscape surveys can provide the data to apply eco-evolutionary partitioning metrics, and expect eco-evolutionary partitioning metrics to further develop and play a central role in the continuing synthesis of ecology and evolution.
